
 

Link-40H50 High Speed Fully Automatic Sealer Sealing 
Machine 
 

 
 
Link-40H50 high speed unpacking machine introduced and absorbed foreign advanced 
technology, the use of CAM drive system and connecting rod combined control of the whole 
machine action, mechanical action fast, ready, stable, is the current domestic professional high 
speed unpacking machine. The machine is small in size, easy to operate, convenient to adjust, 
automatic warning to remind to add cartons, can be added at any time without stopping; Stop the 
machine with fault alarm and no doubt of damaging the carton. Exquisite appearance, compact, 
man-machine interface control, simple and convenient operation, the total length of the machine is 
3120mm, the high-speed unpacking machine covers an area smaller than similar products. Double 
link double swing arm structure, light action, no vibration and no noise, folding more smoothly, and 
can make the carton length larger, 510mm. Double stopper design, can bear more, mainly 
according to the need to put down 4-5 cartons each time, will not produce pressure on the box, 
ensure that each carton is taken out, to ensure the success rate of the box. 
 
The feeding mechanism of similar products on the market generally adopts the single pin way, and 
the carton is easy to bend the pin, so as to play the role of the box, produce pressure on the box, 
when the box can not be pulled out, affecting the success rate of the box. 
 
Machine performance: 
 
* Equipment design and production line process and layout requirements, beautiful appearance 
generous, good manufacturing technology. Low power and water consumption, easy and fast 
operation, adjustment and maintenance; 
* The machine has good self-safety protection functions, such as overload protection and safety 
door, etc. 
* There is no tape automatic alarm function, with perfect mechanical, electrical protection and 
process protection function; 



Storage mechanism: 80-90 unshaped cartons can be placed at one time (depending on the 
thickness of cartons), and can be supplemented at any time; 
 
Technical Parameters: 
 

Model Link-40H50 

Applicable to the power supply 380V/ 50Hz /1.5KW 

Work pressure 6kgf /cm²   450L/ min 

Packing specification 
280≤L≤500;160≤W≤400;130≤H≤400; 

L+W≤900;220≤W+H/2≤600mm 

Unpacking manner Horizontal type 

Countertop Height 1050mm 

Molding speed 20~25 boxes/min 

Packing tape BOPP/PVC 

Tape size W48mm 60mm  75mm 

Installation dimensions L 2500 * W 1500 * 1910mm 

The net weight 1000Kg 

 


